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POWERFUL PRECISION MEETS
PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE
From Inches to Feet, We Can't Be Beat
SNOWSPORT® HD and LT Utility Plows
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Conquer the elements in comfort
SNOWSPORT™ Electric Plow Winch
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Rugged, Reliable and Ready
SNOWSPORT™ PRO Utility Plow
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Winter dream team
SNOWSPORT® 180 Utility Plow






SNOWSPORT® Snow Plows


Agri-Cover, Inc. revolutionized the automotive snow plow industry with SNOWSPORT® Utility Plows and was awarded the prestigious GM Best New Product of the Year. The unique motion activated design combined with the self-adjusting, anodized aluminum blade makes snow removal easy, requiring no electrical or hydraulic components. We continue to expand into the snow removal industry with SNOWSPORT® Pro Utility Blades, designed to utilize the onboard hydraulic system on loaders and compact tractors. Easily hook up and start plowing in seconds, each snow plow is engineered and tested to ensure a long lasting, powerful performance in the toughest conditions.
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SNOWSPORT™ Electric Plow Winch
Power up your snow removal, effortlessly raise and lower your SNOWSPORT® Utility Plow with the SNOWSPORT™ Electric Plow Winch. The compact, high output motor and rust resistant aluminum construction provide dependability season after season while quick connect plugs instantly connect and disconnect power to retain simple attachment and removal of the snow plow. SNOWSPORT™ Electric Plow Winch will help you tackle winter with ease.

Starting MSRP $797.00.
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SNOWSPORT® PRO Utility Blade
Tackle snow like a pro! Increase the function of your compact tractor or skid steer with a SNOWSPORT® Pro Utility Blade. The dense rubber trip edge is durable yet turf friendly and the corrosion resistant aluminum blade provides dependability throughout all the seasons. Quickly and easily hook up to your equipment with our quick attach plates and plow, grade, level or backfill. SNOWSPORT® Pro Utility Blades are sure to level up your snow removal game.

Starting MSRP $1,640.00.
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SNOWSPORT® HD Utility Plow
Meet winter head on! Forget about using shovels or snow blowers out in the cold, SNOWSPORT® HD Utility Plows ensure you stay warm inside your vehicle when clearing snow. Made with heavy duty, corrosion resistant aluminum, this personal snow plow overcomes the most demanding conditions and can remove snow in half the time. Unlock the full potential of your truck and conquer the elements with a SNOWSPORT® HD Utility Plow.

Starting MSRP $1,799.00.
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SNOWSPORT® LT Utility Plow
Snow happens, are you ready? SNOWSPORT® LT Utility Plows give homeowners a quick, efficient and straightforward tool for moving snow. Easy to install and operate, the 7 ft. wide aluminum blade with rubber cutting edge clears lawns, driveways and other surfaces without tearing up the grass or scratching bricks and pavers. Turn work into fun when you equip a pickup or SUV with the SNOWSPORT® LT Utility Plow and you’ll be looking for more snow to move.

Starting MSRP $1,399.00.
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SNOWSPORT® 180 Utility Plow
Trusted performance with proven value, SNOWSPORT® 180 Utility Plows can be used by amateurs and professionals. Designed to fit the 2 in. receiver on the back of your Jeep, SUV or truck, this snow plow is there when you need it and is easily removed when you don’t. With convenience and innovation built into the design, your snow removal will no longer be a chore. Help break winter’s grip with the SNOWSPORT® 180 Utility Plow and clear snow quickly.

Starting MSRP $1,299.00.
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877-708-4787

3000 Hwy 281 SE

Jamestown, ND, 58401

Monday - Friday

7:30am - 5:00pm (CST)
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